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Bad Money Is Their Weapon of Choice
• Old-money millionaires of Zimbabwe are starving.

• Around the world, people are being exploited by bad money.

• To unknowingly work for others is domestication.
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Networking Is Our Weapon of Choice
• You can end mental poverty that acquiesces to bad money.

• The Internet allows virtually free communication around the world.

• First you will need to understand how money is good and bad.

• This booklet is your 30-minute crash course on the most advanced
human subjugation system in world history.

• Your  share  of  ending  human  domestication  is  simply  spreading
awareness in your part of our social network.

Good Money Is the Tool of Choice
• Exchange flexibility and connectivity unlike barter.

• Keeps  individual  score  of  net  contribution  and  consumption
automatically.

• Permits delay of consumption for future consideration.

• Regulates social allocation of resources for productive uses.

• Good money enables reciprocating productivity like nothing else.

Liabilities of Money
• Score keeping is corruptible.

• Makes a great yoke for a people lacking integrity or money smarts.
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Honest Score Keeping

• Exchange  out  of  the
economy up to as much value
as you put in.

• Value  is  decided  by  the
naturally  constrained
consensus  of
self-determining individuals.

Figure 1  Honest Use of IOU Money, Part 1
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Figure 2  Honest Use of IOU Money, Part 2
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Dishonest Score Keeping

Figure 3  Dishonest Use of IOU Money
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• To take out of the economy more than you put in is dishonesty.

• The corruption cost is spread out onto producers in the economy.

• Counterfeiters are dishonest because they take without giving.

• Governments legally make new money without limit.

• Banks legally make many times more new money as private credit.

• Money units are abstract: imagination without natural constraint.

• There is no physical limit to how many new abstract units may be
added to the economy.

• The physical limit to how much money can buy is available wealth.

• The political limit depends on the producers' acquiescence.

✗ The objective hereof is to eliminate producers' acquiescence.
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Exchange Requires an Exchange Rate
• Every economic transaction is the exchange of two things.

• Let's let ‘wealth’ refer to ‘wealth and services’ by default.

• Barter is the direct exchange of wealth for wealth, and purchase is
typically the exchange of money for wealth.

• Exchange  rates  are  physically  constrained  by  the  volumes  of
available supplies.

• Exchange rates are determined by market forces, essentially some
weighted average of individual preferences beyond lip service.

• Exchange  rates  may  deviate  in  the  short  run  from  a  naturally
supported tendency due to psychological whim.

• Exchange rates are bound in the long run to a natural exchange rate
consistent  with  the  physical  availability  of  supplies  and  durable
human preferences.

• Supplies  of  exchanged  things  fluctuate  due  to  consumption  and
production  which  themselves  fluctuate  due  to  natural  and
psychological factors.

• A natural  exchange  rate—one  free  of  nondurable  psychological
factors—is not practically measurable or even practically definable.

• It could be estimated by a running average of market prices.

• A natural exchange rate is specific by the natural law of causality
and is directly related to its underlying supply ratio by the natural
law of conservation.

✗ It is insightful to suppose changes to a natural exchange rate are
proportional to changes in the supply ratio if durable psychological
factors remain essentially the same.
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Money Exchange Rates Are Fundamental
• Price is  the exchange rate of money for an amount  and type of
wealth.

• Pricing level (PL) is the exchange rate of money with respect to, or
per, generic wealth, which cannot be defined precisely.

• Pricing level is not practically measurable but is often estimated
using a ‘basket of goods’.

• Purchasing power (PP) is the overall or generic exchange rate of
wealth per money.

• Purchasing  power  per  unit  of  money  is  not  practically
determinable,  but  total  purchasing  power  corresponds  to  all  the
wealth an economy has.

• Purchasing  power  is  the  multiplicative  inverse  of  pricing  level:
PP=1/PL.

An Illustrative Example of Exchange Rates
Suppose  an  economy  exchanging  only  bottled  water,  gasoline,  and
dollars where bottled drinking water costs $6 per gallon, and gasoline
costs $3 per gallon:

• The price of a gallon of bottled water is the dollar amount required
in exchange for it, or $6/gallon.

• The exchange rate in gallons of gasoline per one of bottled water is
two, or the gasoline-water exchange rate is 2 to 1 by volume.

• Equivalently, the inverse exchange rate is half a gallon of bottled
water per gallon of gasoline.

• If the price of everything in dollars goes up, the exchange rate of
dollars per generic wealth has increased some ‘average’ amount. In
other words, the pricing level (PL) in dollars has gone up, and the
purchasing power (PP) of the dollar has gone down.
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• If the price of gas goes one way, and the price of water goes the
other, to the extent that those price changes offset there has been no
change in pricing level or purchasing power of the dollar. The costs
of gas and bottled water depend on both price and sales volume.

Suppose in this little economy the supply of dollars were doubled and
the supplies of gas and bottled water remained constant:

• We would expect PL—the same wealth in the economy measured
by  reduced  dollar  scarcity—to  double,  subject  to  short  term
fluctuations.

• We would expect a doubling of gas and bottled water prices (or
their average prorated by gross sales), subject to fluctuations.

Suppose in this little economy the supply of gas decreased by a third:

• We would expect the price of gas with respect to money and to
bottled water to increase by half, subject to fluctuations: (2/3)-1 = 1½.

Speculation Like Money Can Be Good or Bad
• Speculation tends to dampen short term fluctuations if speculation
failure is not bailed out but properly left to natural selection.

• If  speculation  is  ‘protected’,  we  can  expect  fluctuations  to
exacerbate, as with the politically ‘fixed’ U.S. housing market 2007–
2011.

• Bad money is useful to bail out creators of virulent bubbles at the
expense of honest producers.

Bad Money Confiscates Purchasing Power
• Natural  money  is  wealth  of  stable  and  fungible  (uniform  and
allocatable) intrinsic value worthy of uncoerced popular favor as an
intermediary medium of exchange.

• Natural money is not decreed by government but chosen by free
people protecting their honest economic interests.

• Fiat legal tender is unnatural money, by decree: it is an abstractly
quantified commodity of government-imposed claim on wealth.
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• Fiat money is cheap to make and subject to the law of conservation
like anything.

• Increasing  abundance  of  fiat  money  units  decreases  each  unit's
scarcity and purchasing power.

• Spenders of new fiat money spend confiscated purchasing power.

• Producers are exploited by higher costs and lower rewards.

✗ Producers forgo earned consumption that may be imposed up to the
point of their exhausted livelihoods and liquidated lives.

Economics Is Obfuscated for Elite Power
• The natural exchange rate of A per B increases if the supply of A
increases or the supply of B decreases.

• Conversely, the natural exchange rate of A per B decreases if the
supply of A decreases or the supply of B increases.

• The  overall  exchange  rate  of  money  per  wealth  (PL)  changes
mainly due to physical supply because psychological preferences are
tightly constrained with regard to wealth generically and to money of
ubiquitous utility fixed all the more by government gun toters if fiat
legal tender it is.

• New money inflates  the money supply and pushes  upwardly on
prices, whereas wealth expansion pushes downwardly on prices.

✗ Inflation is vaguely construed on the legal tender plantation as the
rise in prices generally and specifically, as with wages, but master's
proffered perspective looks past the increase of the money supply.

✗ Wages are unusually sticky and the last prices to adjust to money
supply inflation,  so productive wage earners bear the brunt of the
inflation tax, which lessens the creation of needed wealth.

✗ Legal new money is inflation taxation,  the most easily collected
taxation, and taxation is the hallmark of government.

✗ Banks use credit inflation to maintain credit proportion and real PP
of credit interest: $1 cash   X% annually on $Y more credit.
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Vocabulary Is an Ideologic Battleground
• Deflation  is  negative  inflation  or  the  opposite  of  inflation,  like
deceleration is acceleration in the opposite direction.

• Inflation  and  deflation  may  respectively  refer  to  increase  and
decrease of a supply (a cause) or of an exchange rate (an effect).

• Money  supply  inflation  and  deflation,  which  is  change  of  the
money supply or its effect on PL, distinct from effect due to change
of the wealth supply,  is  not  the same thing as  price inflation and
deflation, which is overall resultant change of pricing level (PL).

• Real inflation is the reduced supply of any specified wealth, putting
downward  pressure  on  the  overall  supply  of  wealth  and  upward
pressure on prices generally and so on PL.

• Apparent inflation is the increased supply of money, also putting
upward pressure on prices generally and so on PL.

• Real and apparent deflation refer to increased wealth and decreased
money supply, respectively.

Let the decimal fraction percent change (.%∆) of X be defined as:
. % ∆ X =  X New− X Old / X Old .

• Price stability is achieved by matching proportional change of the
money supply to  proportional  change of  the wealth (which is  not
GDP):

MoneyNew

WealthNew

=
MoneyOld⋅(1+.% ∆ Money)

WealthOld⋅(1+.% ∆ Wealth)
⇒

MoneyOld

WealthOld
,

if . % ∆ Money = . % ∆Wealth .
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Inflation Is the Ultimate Taxation
• If  the  money
supply  is  constant
and  the  wealth
supply  increases,
the  same  old
money buys more.

• If  money  supply
inflation  is
proportionally
equal  to  wealth
expansion,  prices
are  stable  and  all
wealth  growth  is
confiscated.

• If  money  supply
inflation  is  greater
than  wealth
expansion  in
percentage  terms,
prices rise.

✗ Any  wealth
others  have  or
make  politicians
and cohort bankers
can take when they like in detached comfort.

Banksters' Price Inflation Mandate
• Price inflation creates a cost of not spending money sooner.

• Price  deflation  allows  people  to  work  and  wait  to  acquire
purchasing  power  and  dissuades  borrowing  at  positive  interest
because the real appreciation of principal alone is expensive.

Figure 4  Price Inflation Correlated to a
Confiscation Rate of Established Wealth

Money Stock
in Lemons

(Scale Unknown)

Wealth in Oranges 
(Scale Unknown)

1. Reference
1. Epoch

Economy 
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2. Real
2. Deflation

3. Price
3. Stability

4. Price
4. Inflation
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• Banks  can't  make  and  chain  loans  if  they  can't  charge  positive
interest and recover the nominal principal amounts borrowed from
depositors.

✗ Price stability is a lie made to hide the fact that banks can't earn
voluminous interest  revenues  at  the expense of  producers  without
positive price inflation and the enforcement of money monopoly.

✗ Since  purchasing  power  is  determined  by  the  available  wealth,
banks provide ‘economic stability’ by cornering purchasing power in
the economy they service—or are serviced by.

Change to PL Corresponds to Change in PP
Recall  PL =  1/PP,  where  PL is  pricing  level  and  PP is  purchasing
power. Therefore, a particular change in PL corresponds to a particular
change in PP.

The  approximate  and  essential  relationship  between  .%∆PL and  .
%∆PP  may  be  determined  with  a  simplifying  assumption  of
proportionality and some math. That derivation is detailed in the ebook
How Fools Work. The result is:

.% ∆ PP =
1

1.% ∆ PL
− 1

• Central banks are used to manipulate supplies of fiat money.

✗ If  central  bankers  target  a  specific  price  inflation,  they  are
equivalently targeting a specific decrease in the purchasing power of
a fiat money unit.

Liquidation Target Rate
• If money unit PP declines relative to its wealth adjustment alone,
buying power is lost from old money and transfered to new money.

• Because  money goes  around,  or  has  velocity,  the  share  of  total
wealth controlled by old money is reduced by the same proportion as
the loss in PP.
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• The politically and economically corrupt rich and poor enjoy the
fruits of the inflation tax that more than offset the depreciation of
their old money.

• The productive,  functional  middle class pays the wealth transfer
funded  by  the  inflation  tax  because  they  share  in  the  ubiquitous
buying power losses but not the concentrated gains.

• In April 2011 some central banks had express PL targets:

Table 1  Annual PL Targets and Equivalent Annual PP Targets in April 2011

Economy Central Bank PL Target Equivalent PP

Australia Reserve Bank of Australia 2% to 3% -2% to -3%

Canada Bank of Canada 2% -2%

Ethiopia National Bank of Ethiopia single digit inflation down to -9%

Euro Area European Central Bank just under 2% almost -2%

Japan Bank of Japan ‘price  stability’
unofficially  meaning
over 0% but not 2%, or
roughly 1%

roughly -1%

Kenya Central Bank of Kenya 5% -5%

New Zealand Reserve  Bank  of  New
Zealand

1% to 3% -1% to -3%

United Kingdom Bank of England 2% -2%

United States Federal Reserve 2%, unofficially -2%

✗ Central  banks the  world over  similarly claim missions  of  ‘price
stability’ to further the objective of politically palatable positive price
inflation.

Above Average Cannibalism
• A guarantee of positive price inflation is a guarantee of declining
living standards for the suckers, on average.

• For an honest sucker to improve his living standard, he must not
only do better than average, which is the PP decline, but he must do
better than treading water, which requires other honest suckers to do
worse than the average, or it wouldn't be the average.
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• Suckers keep working harder, not for themselves but against each
other and for the leeches—so proud and convinced of their slavish
work ethics and political views.

• Suckers  push  how  fast  they  run  making  wealth  while  central
bankers adjust the speed of the treadmill by making money such that
the average material  advance of the treadmill  gang relative to  the
ground of life is the desired PP decline.

• The  most  vulnerable  or  high-principled  producers  fall  off  the
treadmill, and remaining workers go along to get along to survive,
but time is not on their side.

✗ Working suckers play a fool's game of musical chairs, each player
trying to occupy progressively more chairs as if a free citizen without
giving the systematic chair confiscation a thought, explaining it as
natural selection or survival of the fittest—yah, fittest draft animal!

Those Available for a Price Will Be Bought
• Public education is increasingly top-down funded indoctrination.

• Mass  media  has  been  consolidated  by  mergers  and  interlocking
directorships into a media-government complex.

• Participatory politics and grassroots activism have been dissipated
and  harnessed  by  false  political  dichotomy  within  an  oligarchic
facade—all funded by an infinite line of credit on you.

• Rich  financiers  apparently  have  been  funding  homogenization-
minded revolutionist groups targeting Western civilization since the
days of Hitler and Keynes, if not Marx and Engels.

• The establishment passes itself off to voters as the solution to the
miseries  it  creates  or  exasperates:  inflation,  unemployment,
terrorism, bigotry, educational inadequacy, family dissolution, health
care predation, retirement privation, ...

✗ Useful idiots are dangerous to fellow citizens.
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Middle Class Is the Key Demographic Group
• The  middle  class  is  oft  defined  purely  by  material  riches,  but
political riches are more important.

• A  functional  definition  of  the  middle  class  is  those  who
comfortably provide for themselves the basic  needs  such as  food,
water, and shelter by productivity and voluntary exchange.

• The functional middle class is the hallmark of civilized freedom.

• The  functional  middle  class  is  being  replaced  by  moderately
affluent servants of banking and government.

✗ Liberty has a material requirement increasingly concentrated into
the hands of elite bankers, big government, and big business.

Bankster-Demagogue Symbiosis
• The  U.S.  Government  has  been  fiscally  broke  since  FDR
confiscated gold for the elite bankers in 1933 and has been beholden
to  banking  subterfuge  ever  since—since  the  Federal  Reserve
abandoned the real-bills doctrine in October 1929.

• The U.S. Government pays—really, U.S. bureaucrats make us pay
—interests if not principals on loans from private banks that are U.S.
Government guaranteed, but it would make more sense for all but the
private  bankers  for  the  U.S.  Government  to  simply  make  the
guaranteed loans itself.

• The  U.S.  Government  borrows  money  and  pays  it  back  with
interest by creating new money, but it makes more sense to simply
create the money as needed and not incur deficit-servicing interest.

• The World Bank makes loans to developing countries with private
monies borrowed at interest by selling its bonds to private investors,
and the bonds and underlying loans are guaranteed against default by
member governments—that is, Western middle classes.

✗ Bankers and governments have a supply of real purchasing power
limited in size to existent wealth and political acquiescence, and in
flow rate to political acquiescence alone.
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✗ Bureaucrats enable banksters to collect forced interest, manipulate
markets, shield cohort businesses, and fleece investors and taxpayers.

Flow of Western History
1. Greco-Roman greatness. 2. Medieval serfdom.

3. British-American greatness. 4. Orwellian serfdom?

Building the New Serfdom
Note the country affiliations of this section are current as of April 2011.

• The International Monetary Fund (IMF),  established 27 December
1945, is a currency exchange stabilization clearinghouse unifying the
devaluation  of  the world's  fiat  currencies  and middle  classes  ever
since the Nixon shock of 1971.

• Through the IMF, headquartered in Washington, D.C., central banks
rescue central banks with injections of foreign currencies, frequently
U.S. dollars.

• The IMF and World Bank connect the same 187 of the world's 195
independent countries, leaving out Andorra, Cuba, the Holy See (the
Vatican), North Korea, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Naura, and Taiwan.

• The  Taiwanese  Republic  of  China  was  replaced  by  mainland
Communist  China  in  the  United  Nations  on  25 October  1971,  in
diplomatic relations with the United States on 1 January 1979, in the
IMF on 17 April 1980, and in the World Bank in May of 1980.

• The Central Bank of West African States, established in 1962, unites
eight African countries under the West African CFA franc.

• The Bank of Central African States, established 22 November 1972,
unites six African countries under the Central African CFA franc.

• The European Central Bank (ECB), established 1 June 1998, unites
the middle classes in 17 member countries.
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✗ Globalization  is  not  conspiracy  but  a  naturally  progressive  force
because  people  naturally  want  more  and  technology  makes  more
possible,  both  the  riches  of  volition  with  a  higher  sophistication
requirement and the riches of exploitation with a lower requirement.

✗ People  of  sophistication  adequate  to  prefer  volition  choose  free
market  federalism,  and  lesser  people  of  exploitation  choose  legal
tender plantationism.

✗ The  successively  next  logical  monetary  tool  of  exploitive
globalization  is  one  world  currency—roughly  what  IMF-bound
currencies are.

E Pluribus Legal-Tender Plantations Unum
• In  the  years  1861–1865,  President  Abraham  Lincoln  destroyed
uncooperative newspapers, censored all  telegraph communications,
rigged elections at bayonet point, and arrested political dissenters to
include federal judges and U.S. Representative Vallandigham—and
so the term ‘United States’ became a collectivist singular.

• President  (Thomas)  Woodrow  Wilson  negotiated  a  premature
armistice to World War I (WWI) in 1918 that made bloodier WWII
necessary, achieved his goal of establishing a League of Nations, and
enabled  international  financiers  and  the  U.S.  Government  to  gain
from hotly disputed German reparations at the expense of American
investors until the stock market crash of 1929—and for that Wilson
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1920.

• Allies-supported Socialist turned original Fascist Benito Mussolini
defeated  his  Socialist  rivals  and  accepted  control  of  Italy's
parliamentary government on 28 October 1922 with the success of
his March on Rome—thus making il Duce the archetype for Hitler.

• Adolph  Hitler  marched  on  Munich  on  9  November  1923  and
ostensibly lost  the Beer  Hall  Putsch,  but  with the German middle
class  ruined  by  hyperinflation  he  gained  critical  acclaim  and  the
tranquility  to  write  Mein  Kampf,  in  which  he  accused  Jewish
international  financiers  of  employing  Marxism  to  seize  German
national sovereignty.
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• President  Herbert  Hoover,  facing  the  ‘Bonus  Army’  of  many
thousands of WWI veterans and their families camping and marching
in Washington, D.C for immediate payment of deferred U.S. Army
bonuses,  ordered  the  U.S.  Army  to  clear  the  area  around
Pennsylvania Avenue on 28 July 1932 after a failed attempt by police
turned deadly, and Army Chief of Staff General Douglas MacArthur
personally lead an infantry using fixed bayonet points, gas, and six
light tanks, defied Hoover's order to not cross the Anacostia River,
cleared  the  demonstrators'  largest  encampment,  and  justified  his
disobedience with the pretext of stopping a communist coup attempt
—a pretext Hoover adopted on the way to losing reelection against
FDR that November.

• On the night of 27 February 1933, the Reichstag building (seat of
the German Parliament's more powerful lower house) was set afire,
and  a  mentally  questionable  Communist  arson  suspect  was
summarily arrested, thus giving Hitler the pretext of an immediate
communist  threat  by  which  he  dispatched  the  police  to  seize
parliamentary power and become dictator of a new Third Reich.

• Highly decorated retired Major General Smedley Butler, who had
publicly  supported  the  Bonus  Army  in  person  just  before
MacArthur's purge and who had been touring the country decrying
war  racketeering  and  advocating  membership  in  the  Veterans  of
Foreign Wars, alleged in November 1934 that Wall Street interests
had tried to recruit him to lead veterans in a coup to replace President
Roosevelt, a scheme dubbed the Business Plot, and the next year his
book War is a Racket was published.

• Made compulsory in 1936, the Hitler  Youth program subjugated
family autonomy and indoctrinated children with a salute and pledge
to flag and Führer of a style and inspiration similar to the Bellamy
youth program, itself influenced by the oath of allegiance President
Lincoln  unconstitutionally  imposed  on  political  dissenters—and
today the United States Government runs domestic checkpoints and
threatens to dub anyone foreign or domestic an enemy of the state.
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• President Dwight Eisenhower authorized the CIA to help British
agents with the 1953 Iranian coup d'état, ending a glorious revolution
of burgeoning Iranian democracy by restoring the shah who brutally
ruled thereafter  until  the Iranian Revolution of 1979 with support
from  the  United  States  on  the  pretext  of  communist  threat,  all
because  the  Iranians  had  nationalized  their  oil  industry  formerly
earning  the  British  Government  more  revenue  than  the  Iranian
Government  through  the  monopoly  of  the  British-owned  Anglo-
Iranian Oil  Company—renamed in 1954 to The British Petroleum
Company, now BP.

✗ Brokers  of  a  zero-sum/non-productive  financial  game  collect
money on the volume of player exchanges, and brokers of a world
power game collect power on the volume of political exchanges.

Shaping Political Acceptance
• World War II is the last conflict in which the United States declared
war as required by the U.S. Constitution and the last to have occurred
free  of  international  institutions  of  global  governance  created  in
WWII's aftermath: IMF, World Bank, and United Nations (UN).

• The UN, established 24 October 1945 and headquartered in New
York City, has been globalizing politics, citizenship, criminality, and
welfare programs geared toward virtuous suckers and needy scrubs.

• President Eisenhower warned us of the military-industrial complex
in his Farewell Address of 17 January 1961, but with at most passing
inference to banking: “The prospect  of domination of the nation's
scholars by Federal employment, project allocations, and the power
of money is ever present—and is gravely to be regarded.”

• Antony C. Sutton was a research fellow at the Hoover Institution
on  War,  Revolution  and  Peace  (Hoover  Institute)  at  Stanford
University  until  1973,  then  exposing U.S.  financing of  the Soviet
military.

• President Bush 41 warmly bade us to collectivism as ‘a Thousand
Points of Light’ within ‘a new world order’ in his State of the Union
Speech of 29 January 1991.
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Eliminating Psychological Autonomy
• Dr. Wendell Johnson at the University of Iowa directed a graduate
student  to  perform psychological  experiments  on orphans in 1939
with devastating effect in a project later dubbed the Monster Study.

• Project Paperclip was initiated in 1945 by the CIA to recruit Nazi
scientists,  some  of  whom  experimented  on  prisoners  of  Nazi
concentration camps, leading to  project  Bluebird,  renamed project
Artichoke, renamed project MK–ULTRA—renamed?

• In 1959 a team of psychologists at Harvard began dehumanizing
experiments on twenty-two undergraduates including Ted Kaczynski,
the future Unabomber.

• In 1973 CIA Director Richard Helms ordered the destruction of all
MK–ULTRA records, but some survived to make U.S. Government-
sponsored dehumanization experimentation a publicly known fact.

• In  2003–2004 at  Abu Ghraib  prison in  Baghdad,  Iraq,  the  U.S.
Government  facilitated systematic  dehumanization experimentation
on  subjects  assigned  roles  of  prisoner  or  warder,  including  one
prisoner who after release became an Iraqi policeman.

An Islamic Caliphate With Strings Attached
• Muslim attackers detonated a truck bomb in the basement garage of
the World Trade Center in 1993.

• In  a  fatwa  published  August  1996  by  Arabic-language  British
newspaper  al-Quds  al-Arabi,  wealthy  Saudi  Osama  bin  Laden
lamented  inflation  of  the  Riyal  and  the  ravaged  Saudi  economy,
decried  the  malevolently  pretentious  United  Nations,  tagged  King
Fahd  a  complicitous  liar,  exhorted  Muslim  women  to  boycott
American goods and Muslim youth to terrorize the United States to
expel American forces from Saudi Arabia, and cautioned that Persian
Gulf  oil  resources  should be left  unharmed to support the shortly
anticipated Islamic caliphate.
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• In a  fatwa published 23 February 1998 in  al-Quds al-Arabi,  on
page  3,  bin  Laden  and  others  declared  a  duty  of  able  Muslims
everywhere  to  kill  Americans  and  those  in  alliance  with  them,
military personal and civilians alike.

• Muslim attackers flew passenger jets into the Twin Towers on 11
September 2001, and the U.S. Government response was to secure
Americans  with  more  bureaucracy  and  intervene  militarily  in  the
domestic affairs of Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq in 2003.

• The United  States  military intervened in the domestic  affairs  of
Libya in 2011 after a miraculous wave of Middle Eastern revolutions
that will likely empower militant Islamic groups.

Facing the Truth
• The slave has dignity unknown to the domesticated animal by the
self-awareness of his economic worth and independent capacity.

• If you now recognize your serfdom on the legal tender plantation,
you have saved a life from the degenerate indignity of domestication.

• The natural standard of civilized freedom requires increasing civic
sophistication as technology expands all human possibilities.

What To Do
✗ If you are not sure of the truth you need to defend your freedom,
study  the  facts  you  can  ascertain  until  you  have  self-consistent
reasoning and are sure.

✗ Recommend  this  booklet,  available  online,  by  email  to  your
friends.

✗ Consider making and distributing hard copies of this  booklet by
printing from the electronic version in booklet format and stapling a
saddle stitch.

✗ Constructive feedback to this draft version is appreciated.

realitydoug@gmail.com
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